Proteomic analysis of cervical cancer for an early diagnosis by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis
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Abstract

Worldwide, cervical cancer is a leading cause of cancer morbidity and mortality in women, but they do not know any symptoms of disease at early stage. If the cancer has spread to nearby tissues, symptoms may include vaginal bleeding. It is difficult to cure at later stage, so that an early diagnosis is very important. In this study, we research to find the marker protein that up or down regulate at each stage for an early detection of cervical cancer. We disrupted cervical cancer tissue and lysis cell for sample preparation. Prepared protein seperated by two-dimensional (2-DE) gel electrophoresis and staining by silver nitrate. The spots on the 2-D gel compared with other spots at the other stages. It appears that some different spots are shown in specific part of gel at each stages. If the specific proteins at each stages used to cervical cancer marker protein, it might be used in the early diagnosis of cervical cancer.
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